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The aim of this paper is to deal with formal power series over a commutative semiring A. 
Generalizing Wechler’s pushdown automata and pushdown transition matrices yields a 
characterization of the A-semi-algebraic power series in terms of acceptance by pushdown 
automata. Principal regulated rational cones generated by cone generators of a certain form 
are characterized by algebraic systems given in certain matrix form. This yields a charac- 
terization of some principal full semi-AFL’s in terms of context-free grammars. As an 
application of the theory, the principal regulated rational cone of one-counter “languages” is 
considered. 
Berstel 1 1, p. 2671 states that “up to now, no characterization of the family of 
context-free grammars generating the languages of a cone is known.” In this paper. 
we will solve this problem for principal full semi-AFLs that have a generator 
generated by a simple deterministic context-free grammar in the sense of Korenjak 
and Hopcroft [ 61, such that all leftmost terminal symbols of the right sides of the 
productions are distinct. 
The paper is divided into six sections. Since we work within the theory of formal 
power series, Section 1 is devoted to the basic definitions and results of this theory as 
given by Salomaa and Soittola [lo]. Section 2 gives some definitions and results on 
infinite matrices, infinite linear systems, and infinite automata. They are 
generalizations of the work of Kuich and Urbanek 191. Section 3 introduces 
pushdown transition matrices and pushdown automata as special case of infinite 
automata. The classical characterization result that the context-free languages are 
exactly those languages accepted by quasi-real time pushdown automata is 
generalized to semi-algebraic formal power series and cycle-free pushdown automata. 
In Section 4, we introduce regulated rational transductions and types of pushdown 
automata. The main result of this section states that if the power series s is the 
behavior of a cycle-free pushdown automaton of type t and a regulated rational 
transduction r is applied to s, then r(s) is the behavior of a cycle-free pushdown 
automaton of type t, too. In Section 5, sets P”: of power series, A a commutative 
semiring, are considered containing exactly all the power series that are the behavior 
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of cycle-free pushdown automata of type t. It turns out that gi is a principal 
regulated rational cone. The power series in $2?> can be characterized as the first 
components of the unique solutions of certain algebraic systems given in matrix form. 
If the language-theoretic equivalent Q’ of %?k is considered, then %Y” is a principal full 
semi-AFL or a principal semi-AFL, depending on whether the generator of V’ is 
erasable or not. 
The last section considers and characterizes those power series that are the 
behavior of cycle-free pushdown automata with just a single pushdown symbol, i.e., 
the “one-counter languages” are considered. 
1. FORMAL POWER SERIES IN NONCOMMUTING VARIABLES 
A monoid consists of a set, an associative binary operation on this set, and a 
neutral element with respect to this binary operation. A monoid is called commutative 
iff the binary operation is commutative. 
A semirihg (A, +, a, 0, 1) consists of a set A and of two binary operations, called 
addition and multiplication, denoted by + and . , respectively, and two constant 
elements 0 and 1 such that 
(i) (A, t, 0) is a commutative monoid, 
(ii) (A, ., 1) is a monoid, 
(iii) the distribution laws a . (b + c) = a . b + a . c and (a + b) . c = a a c + 
b . c hold for all a, b, c E A, 
(iv) 0 . a = a . 0 = 0 for all a EA. 
Usually multiplication is denoted by juxtaposition and the same notation is used 
for a semiring and its underlying set. 
A semiring A is called commutative iff ab = ba for all a, b EA. The two most 
important semirings are 
(i) The commutative semiring B = (0, 1 } with 1 + 1 = 1. The remaining rules 
for addition and multiplication are forced by the axioms. 
(ii) The commutative semiring of nonnegative integers N with the usual 
addition and multiplication. 
In the sequel, let A be a semiring, 2 be an alphabet, and Z* be the free monoid 
generated by Z with the neutral element E. 
Mappings r of 22:” into A are called formal power series. The value of r at w E Z* 
is denoted by (r, w) and r itself is written as a formal sum r = JJWErt (r, w)w. The 
values (r, w) are also referred to as the coeflcienrs of the formal power series r. 
The collection of all power series r as defined above is denoted by A(@*)). Given 
r E A(@*)), the subset of Z* defined by {w ) (r, w) # 0) is called the support of r and 
denoted by supp(r). The subset of A(@*)) consisting of all series with a finite 
support is denoted by A@*). Its series are called polynomials. 
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Let r,, rz E A(@*)). Then r, + rz E A(@*)) is defined by (r, + rz. MI) = 
(r,, w) + (rz, w) and ri . rz E A(@*)) is defined by (r, . rz, w) = C,V ,, ,,,.: 
(r,, wI)(r2, w,), w E C*. The sets A(@*)) and A@*) together with the operations of 
addition + and (Cauchy) product . and the constant power series 0 and F are again 
semirings. 
Let k > 0. Then the restriction R,(r) of a series r E A(@*)) is defined by Rk(r) = 
c ,w,ck (r, w)w, where ] w], w E C*, denotes the length of w. 
A sequence r,, rz ,..., r,, ,... of elements of A(@*)) converges to the limit r E A(@*)), 
in symbols, lim,,, r,, = r, iff for all k > 0 there exists an m(k) > 1 such that for all 
j 2 0 Rdr,m +j > = W,d = R&9- 
An element r E A(@*)) is called quasiregular iff (r, E) = 0. If r is quasiregular, 
then lim exists. It is called the quasi-inverse of r and denoted by r ‘. A 
subsemikn; %t(< )) * is called rationally closed iff it contains the quasi-inverse of 
every quasiregular element. The smallest rationally closed subsemiring of A(@*)) 
that contains all polynomials is denoted by A rat((Zi*)). 
For the rest of this section, let A be a commutative semiring and let Z = (z, ,..., z,,}, 
n > 1, be an alphabet with Zn C = 0, the empty set. An algebraic system over 
A(@*)) (with variables in Z) is a set of equations of the form 
zi= Pi7 PiEA((ZUC)*), 1 <i<n. 
It is called strict iff supp(p,) c (ZU C)* C(ZU C)* U (E}, 1 < i < n. 
Let u = (0, ,..., on), aiEA(((ZUX)*)), 1 <i<n, and pEA((ZUC)*). Then 
a(p) E A(((Z U C)*)) denotes the series obtained from p by replacing simultaneously 
each occurrence of zi by uir 1 < i < n. Hence u is a substitution homomorphism u: 
A((ZUC)*)+A(((ZUE)*)), defined by u(zi)=ui. 1 <i<n, and u(x)=.Y. xEC. 
An n-tuple u = (u, ,..., a,) of elements of A((C*)) is called a solution of zi = pi, 1 < 
i ,< n, iff ui = u(pi), 1 < i < n. 
A slight generalization of Berstel [ 1, Theorem 1.51 yields that each strict algebraic 
system has a unique solution (see [8, Theorem 34.31). 
A series in A((C*)) is called A-semi-algebraic iff it is a component of the solution 
of a strict algebraic system over A(@*)). The collection of all A-semi-algebraic series 
in A((E*)) is denoted by ASemi-a’g((,?Y*)). This definition of ASemi-a’e((C*)) is 
equivalent to that of Salomaa and Soittola [lo]. The collection of all quasiregular 
series in A semi-al!? ((C*)) is denoted by Aa@(@ 
The classical theory of context-free and right-linear languages can be thought of as 
the theory of power series in iBSemimaig (@*)) and [Brat@*)), respectively (see [ 8, lo]). 
Let zi = pi, 1 < i Q n, be an algebraic system over [B((C*)) with variables in Z = 
Then this algebraic system induces a context-free grammar G == 
jZ,‘i:;:b,) with zi+ a E P iff (pi, a) = 1, 1 <i,< n. By 18, Theorem 37.11, L(G) 
equals the support of the first component of the minimal solution of zi = pi. 
1 <i<n. 
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2. MATRICES AND AUTOMATA 
Throughout this section, A is a semiring, Z: is an alphabet and Z with or without 
indices is an at most countable index set. The next definitions and results are slight 
generalizations of Kuich and Urbanek 191. 
A matrix M with entries in the semiring A(@*)) is a mapping M: I, x I, + 
A((,?Y*)). Hence the rows of M are indexed by I, and the columns of M are indexed 
by I,. The (i, , i2) entry of M is denoted by M,,,i2, i, E I,, i, E I,. The collection of 
all matrices as defined above is denoted by (A((JY*)))‘lx’z. If I, or Z2, respectively, is 
a singleton, M is called row or column vector, respectively. If I, and I, are finite, M is 
called a finite matrix. If I, = { I,..., n) or I, = { l,..., m), n, m > 1, respectively, then 
(A((Z:*)))‘lx’2 is also denoted by (A((E*)))“X’2 or (A((I;*)))‘lXm, respectively. 
A matrix M is called row finite (column finite, respectively) iff for each 
i, E Zl(it E I,, respectively) the set {iz ) Mi,:‘* # 0) ({ir ) Mi,,i2 # O), respectively) is 
finite. The null matrix 0 E (A((X*)))‘l”’ 1s defined by Oi,,iz = 0 for all i, E I,, 
i, E I,. The matrix of unity E E (A(@*)))” is defined by Ef , ,i2 = di, ,iz~, where di, ,i, 
is the Kronecker symbol, i.e., Jil ,il = 1 if i, = i, and di, ,i2 = 0 tf i, # i, , i, , i, E I. 
Let M,, ti2 E (A(@*)))‘I”~. Then M, + M, E (A(@*)))‘I”~ is defined by 
(Ml +M2)i,,i2=(Ml)i,,i2+ (Mz)i,,izp i, El,, i,EZ,. Let Ml E (A((z*)))““*, MzE 
(A((~*))) ‘~~‘3 and let M, be row finite or M, be column finite. Then M, . M, E 
(4(~*N”x’ 3 is defined by 
(Ml * Mz)i,,i, = 1 (Ml)i,,i2(M2)i2,i3y i, EZ,, i, EZ,. 
ilsIz 
Since by the extra assumption of M, being row finite or M, being column finite there 
are only finitely many i, E I, such that (M,)i,,i,(M2)iz,ij # 0, (M, MZ)i,,i.l, i, E I,, 
i, E I, is well defined. 
Let (A G* NJ ‘1 x’2 denote the collection of all row and column finite matrices of 
(A((JY*)))‘~“T Then it is easily seen that ((A((JY*)))‘1x’2, +, 0) is a commutative 
monoid and ((A((C*)))ix’, ., E) is a monoid. Since the distribution laws hold true 
and 0 is a multiplicative zero, ((A(@*))):“, +, a, 0, E) is a semiring. 
If matrices are partitioned into blocks with suitable index sets, then sum and 
product can be defined in terms of these blocks in the usual manner. 
Let M E (A(@*)))‘1 “2 and k 2 0. Then R,(M) E (A((JY*)))‘l”2 is defined by 
(R,(M))i i = Rk(Mi,,iz), i, E I,, i, E Z2. A sequence M,, M2,..., M,, ,..., of matrices in 
(A((JT*))~‘~k’~ converges to the limit ME (A(@*)))‘l”z, in symbols lim,,, M,, = M, 
iff for all k > 0 there exist m(k) > 1 such that for all j > 0, R,(M,,,, +j) = R,(M,,,,) = 
R ,0-f). 
For M E (A(@*))):“, the powers Mk, k > 0, are defined by MO = E and Mk+ ’ = 
MMk = MkM. 
The quasi-inverse M+ of M, when it exists, is defined to be the matrix Mf = 
lim,, Cj”=, Mj. If M+ exists, then M* = E + M’. 
Given ME (A((C*)))‘1x’2, the matrix (M, w), w E E*, is defined by (M, w)~,,~* = 
(Mi, ,iz, w), i, E I,, i, E I,. The matrix M is called quasiregular iff (M, E) = 0. 
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A matrix M E (A(@*))):” is called nilpotent of order n, n > 1, iff M” = 0 and it is 
called cycle-free of order n iff (M, E) is nilpotent of order n. It is called nilpotent or 
cycle-free, respectively, iff there exists an n > 1 such that M is nilpotent or cycle-free. 
respectively, of order n. 
We now want to show that the quasi-inverse of a cycle-free matrix does exist. 
LEMMA 1. Let ME (A((C*))):” be cycle-free of order n 2 1. Then for ail 
wEC* with /w(=k, (M’k+‘)n+~,w)=Oforallj>,O. 
ProoJ: Let M = M, + M,, M, = (M, E)E, and M, quasiregular. Then (M” ‘j, E) = 
((MO + M,)“+j, E) = (M;!+‘, e)=O for all ja0. Now let wEC* with Iwl=k+ 1. 
k > 0. Then 
W (k+2b+j, w) = x (M”, U)(M’k+ lh+j, u) = 0 for all j>O. 1 
llL’=lV 
COROLLARY 1. Let P E (A((Z*)))$x’z and let M E (A((C*))):lx’l be cycle-free of 
order n > 1. Let Sk E (A((Z*)))‘lx’2, k > 0, be defined by S, = 0, Sk+, = P + MS,, 
k > 0. Then Sk = (x,1:,’ Mj)P and Rk(So+ I,n+j) = R,(S,,+ ,,,,) for k > 0. j > 0, and 
lim k+m Sk = S exists. 
THEOREM 1. Let ME (A(@*))):” be cycle-free. Then Mt and M* do exist. 
Proof. In Corollary 1, let P = E. 1 
An A(@*))-linear system is defined to be of the form Y = P + MY, where P E 
(A((~*))):? ME (A((C*)))., Il”l, and Y is a matrix of distinct variables whose rows 
and columns are indexed by I, and I,, respectively. An A((C*))-linear system is 
called cycle-free of order n iff ME (A((C*))):lx’ I is cycle-free or order n. It is called 
cycle-free iff there exists an n > 1 such that it is cycle-free of order n. 
A matrix S E (A((Z*)))‘lX’: is called a solution of an A(@*))-linear system Y = 
P + MY iff S = P + MS. Let Sk E (A(@*)))” “1, k > 0. be the sequence defined by 
S,, = 0, Sk, , = P + MS,, k >, 0. If this sequence converges to a matrix S E 
(A((C*)))“X”, then S is referred to as the strong solution of Y = P + MY. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y = P + MY be an A(@*))-linear system. Let S,, = 0, S, + , = 
P -t MS,, k > 0, and assume the existence of lim, _ ,, Sk = S. Then the strong solution 
S is unique and S is a solution. 
Proof By definition, the strong solution is unique. Since lim,,, S, does exist. for 
any k > 0 there exists an integer m(k) > 0 such that Rk(S,,,,+.i) = R,(S,,,,) for all 
j > 0. Hence R,(P + MS) = R,(P + MSmCk,) = Rk(Smck,+ ,) = R,(S) for all k > 0. 
This implies that S is a solution of Y = P + MY. 1 
The next theorem shows that cycle-free systems have the nice property of a unique 
solution. 
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THEOREM 2. Let Y= P + MY be a cycle-free A(@‘*))-linear system. Then its 
strong solution is its unique solution. 
ProoJ Let S, = 0, S,, i = P + MS,, k > 0, and lim,,, S, = S. By Corollary 1, 
the strong solution does exist and 
(( 
(k+ I’n- I 
Rk(S)= Rk(So+,J=Rk \’ Mj P . 
.,%l 1) 
Let T be a solution of Y = P + MY, i.e., T= P + MT. Then by substitution, T = 
(Cf:!, Mj)P + M’T for arbitrary I> 1. Hence R,(T) = ((C,jk+O”“-’ M’)P) + 
Rkw’k+ “n T) = Rk(S) for all k > 0, i.e., T = S. I 
COROLLARY 2. Let Y = P + MY be a cycle-free A(@*))-linear system with 
unique solution S. Let M = MO + M, , MO = (M, E)E, and M, quasiregular. Then S is 
the unique solution of Y = M,*P + M,*M, Y. 
Proof: Let M,” = 0 for some n > 1. Then 
S=P+MoS+M,S=P+MoP+M~S+MoM,S+M,S 
= . . . =p+M,p+ . . . +M;-‘P+M;S+Mo”~‘M,S+...+M,S 
= M$P + M,XM, S. 
The solution S is unique, since M,*M, is quasiregular. 1 
COROLLARY 3. The cycle-free A ((Z*))-1 inear system Y = P + MY has the unique 
solution S = M*P. 
ProoJ P+ MM*P=M*P. I 
We now turn to automata theory. The first definitions are based on Eilenberg 12 1. 
An A(@*))-automaton 67 = (I, M, qo, P) is given by: 
(0 an at most countable set I of elements called states, 
(ii) a matrix M E (A(@*))):” called the transition matrix, 
(iii) q. E I called the initial state, 
(iv) a column vector P E (A(@*))):” called theflnal state vector. 
If M,,, = r # 0, p, q E I, then we say that the edge (p, q) with label r is in cI?. A path 
c from p to q in @ is a finite sequence of edges (p,, p,), (p,, p2) ,..., (p&I, pk), 
p = po, q = pk, k > 0. It is written c: p + q. The integer k is called the length of the 
path and is denoted by [cl. If ri is the label of (pi-, , pi), 1 < i < k, then the label (/c/I 
of the path c is defined to be /(cl/ = r,r2 .a= rk. For each state q E Z we introduce the 
null path 1, from q to q with l&l = 0 and /J&l1 = E. 
Let c: p -+ q and d: q -+ r be paths, then the composition cd: p + r is defined by 
concatenation. We have (cdl = (cl + Id/ and ((cdl/ = ([c/J lId(l. 
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When it exists, the behavior I( 6711 E A(@*)) of an A(@*))-automaton (7 I= 
(I, M, qO, P) is defined by 
IlQll = x 2 ll4le7~ 
qEI c:q”*q 
LEMMA 3. Let ~‘7 = (I, M, q,,, P) be an A(@*))-automaton. Then for all k > 0, 
p, q E I, the formal power series (Mk),*, is the sum of all labels of paths c: p--t q of 
length k, i.e., 
(Mk),,, = 
q,& = k ‘I “” 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 1 
An A(@*))-automaton 07 = (I, M, q,,, P) is called cycle-free iff M is cycle-free. We 
note that cycle-free B(@*))-automata correspond to quasi-realtime automata. 
THEOREM 3. Let 67 = (I, M, qO, P) be a cycle-free A(@*))-automaton and let S 
be the unique solution of Y = P + MY. Then Il(;rli is well defined and j/C’// = 
W*P),, = S,,, . 
Proof. i/(rll = CqEI cc:,,+, licllpq = cq,, CEO Cc:qO-q,,c,=k iic/i p,, = c,,, 
Cp.O (Mk)q,.qPq = (M*P)qO = Sqa, by Lemma 3 and Corollary 3. 1 
3. PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA AND SEMI-ALGEBRAIC SERIES 
We introduce the pushdown automaton as a special type of automaton as defined 
in Section 2. Throughout the rest of this paper, A is a commutative semiring, C is an 
alphabet, Z is an alphabet of pushdown symbols, and Q is a finite index set. The 
items C, Z, and Q may be indexed. 
A matrix M whose entries are in the semiring (A((,SC*)))oxv and are indexed by the 
elements of Z* X Z* is a mapping M: Z* X Z* --t (A((C*)))Q”v. All definitions and 
results concerning the matrices of Section 2 are easily transferred to the matrices 
defined above. 
The collection of all matrices as defined above is denoted by ((A((C*)))o’o)’ ” ‘. 
It is obvious that (((A((~*)))axQ)~*xr’, +, . , 0, E) is a semiring that is isomorphic to 
the semiring ((A((21*)))$r*XQ’X’r*XQ’, +, ., 0, E). 
The next definitions and results are generalizations of the work of Wechler Ill I. 
Let f = (Q, .E;, Z, 6, q,, , pO, F) be a pushdown automaton as defined by Harrison ( 5 ] 
and let F be the move relation between instantaneous descriptions of. 9’“. Let T be the 
transpose operator [S, p. 41. The move relation + defines a so-called pushdown tran- 
sition matrix ME ((IR((C*)))QXQ):*xr* by 
(GY7, .J,, .q*, xl = 1 iff (ql, x, n:) t- (q2, E, n:), 71,) 7r2 E P, 
q,,qzEQ, xECu (~1. 
Since (q, , x, rc;) I- (q2, E, XT) implies rr, = pn,, rr2 = 7cj r, for some rr, E Z* and 
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(42 9 XT) E 6(q,, x, p), M is of a certain regular structure. Furthermore, it is obvious 
that for w E Z* and k > 0, (q,, w, rrf) Ek (q2, E, n;) iff (((Mk) =,,=* )4,,42, w) = 1 and 
(ql, w, C> t* k2, b G> iff (W*>,,.n2)4,,42~ 4 = 1. 
Let R E (B((C*))) Qx ‘, R = (R, E)E be defined by R, = E iff q E F. If .Y accepts by 
both final state and empty store, then L(,B) = supp(((M*),,,, R&J. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Wechler [ 11 I). Let L be the Lukasiewicz language over’Z = {a, b}, 
i.e., t is the language generated by the context-free grammar G = ((S}, {a, b}, 
{S + a&S, S + b}, S) (see [5, p. 323, Problem 16; or 1, p. 471). Let .4” = ({q}, ,?l, (p}, 
6, P, {q}), a(q, E, P) = 0, d(q, a, P) = ((4, P”>}, &q, 6, P> = {(a ~11, be a pushdown 
automaton. Then .P accepts L by both final state and empty store. 
The pushdown transition matrix ME (B((~*)))~*xp* of .Y is defined by 
A4 pn,pn+l = a, Mpn,pn-l = b, n > 1, while all other entries of M are equal to 0. Since .Q 
accepts t, t = supp((M*),J. I 
The concepts of pushdown automata and pushdown transition matrices are now 
generalized. A matrix ME ((A((Z*)))Q xQ),‘* “’ is called a pushdown transition 
matrix iff for 7r,, 7r2 E r* 
M %I.EZ = MPG?,, if there exists p E r, z, E r* 
with rr, = pn, and n, = ~~71~. 
= 0, otherwise. 
Hence a pushdown transition matrix is uniquely determined by the finite number of 
its blocks Mp,n # 0, p E r, z E r*. 
An A(@*))-pushdown automaton .P = (Q, r, 6, qO, pO, R) is given by: 
(i) a finite set Q of elements called states, 
(ii) an alphabet r of pushdown symbols, 
(iii) a mapping 6: Q x (CU {E}) X T-r A(Q X r*), 
(iv) qO E Q called the initial state, 
(4 p. E rT 
(4 R E (A(@*))) Q “, R = (R, E)E, called the final state vector. 
An A(@*))-pushdown automaton .P = (Q, J’, 6, qo, po, R) defines a pushdown 
transition matrix ME (A((C*)))QXQ)~* ‘I-* as follows: 
(WC, &, .4* 
ZZ y (G, 3 -6 PI, (42 9 %)1x, if there exist p E r, 71, E r* XEZU(El 
with rc, = pz4 and 71~ = r,n4, 
= 0, otherwise, 
A4 R,,II> E w(~*NQxQ~ n’, , 77, E r*, ql, q2 E Q. 
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The matrix M is row finite, since for any p E r there exist only a finite number of‘ 
words 71 such that (6(4,, x, p), (q2, n)) # 0. The matrix M is column finite since any 
R~ E r* has only a finite number of factorizations 71: = n3 71,. 
An A((Z*))-pushdown automaton is called cycle-free iff its pushdown transition 
matrix is cycle-free. The behavior 11.9 I( E A((C*)) of a cycle-free A ((2”)).pushdown 
automaton .P is defined by 
/1.4l/ = 9;Q ((M+)po.&,.qRs = ((M+hod% 
By Theorem 1. the behavior of a cycle-free A ((Z*))-pushdown automaton is well 
defined. 
THEOREM 4. Let .Y = (Q, r, 6, qO, p,,, R) be a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown 
automaton with pushdown transition matrix M. Let (r = (r* x Q, M’, (p,, , qO), R ’ ) be 
the cycle$ree A(@*))-automaton with 
M’ 
(n,.9,).(n242) = @47c,,q)9,,4*~ %9, = R93 
R’ -0, (n,4) - q,q,,qzEQ, 711,712Er*, RET+. 
Then (( f2”/( = (I.?((. 
llflll= \’ 
(c,9;;ir* XQ 
CM’*) cPO+91g3(n.9) .R’ (X.0) 
= 9yQ (P+ )po.Jqo,qRq = IIL~II. m 
Hence cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automata are cycle-free A ((Z*))-automata as 
defined in Section 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let ME ((A{(Z*)))QxQ)~*xr” b e a cycle-free pushdown transition 
matrix. Then for all pi E r, 1 < i < m, m > 1, 
(M”), ,... p,,,,E=(M*)p,.c..~ (M*),,,.c. 
Proof. Let PE ((A((Z*)))QXQ)~*X’ with P,= E. P, = 0, nE T’. If S is the 
unique solution of Y = P + MY, then S, = (M*),,e, 7c E r* by Corollary 3. 
We claim S, ,,.. Pm=(M*)P,,E...(M*)Pm,E, piEr, l<i<m, m> 1, and S,=E, 
or equivalently S”,“* = (M*),,,,(M*)n2 E , for R,, 7c, E r*. The claim holds true for 
Z, = F. Hence assume 7c, f E. 
= W+),,.e(M*),2,c= W*LJM*L+ 1 
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Our next goal is to show that r E A semi-a’g ((Z*)) iff r is the behavior of some cycle- 
free A(@*))-pushdown automaton. Given r and Q, let r’ = { yt, 92 1 p E r, 
q,, q2 E Q} be a set of variables. Let Y(P) E (A(I”*))QXQ with (Y(JJ)),~,~~= Y:,,~~, 
p E r, ql, q2 E Q. Furthermore, let Y(E) = E and Y(p, .a. p,) = Y(p,) ... Y(p,), 
piEr, 1 <i<m, m> 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let M= (M, E)E + Cxer (M, x)x E ((A((Z*)))oxQ)T* xr* be a cycle- 
free pushdown transition matrix. Let M,, = (M, E)E and M, = CxeL (M, x)x. Then 
(M*)p,C, p E I’, is the unique solution OJ 
6) y(P) = Cnsr* Mp,n Y(n), P E r, and 
6) Y(P) = Ed-* P4W)p.n Y(n) + Wo*>p,c, P E r. 
Proof: Consider the A(@*))-linear system Y = P + MY with P E 
((A((z*)))QxQ)Jr*x’, P, = E, P, = 0, n E r+, and let S be its unique solution. Then 
by Corollary 3, S, = (M*),,C. Hence S, = Crier* M,,,S, and Theorem 5 implies that 
S,, p E r, is the solution of (i). By Corollary 2, S is the unique solution of the 
A(@*))-linear system Y = M,*P + M,*M, Y. Hence S, = (M$P),, + (M$M1 S), for 
P E 6 i.e., S, = (M$),,, + CnE,.* (M$MI)p,n S,. Then Theorem 5 implies that S,, 
p E r, is the solution of (ii). Since the algebraic system (ii) is a strict one, S,, p E r, 
is the unique solution of (ii). 
We now show that S,, p E r, is the unique solution of (i), too. Assume T(p) E 
(&@*)))QxQv p E I’, is solution of (i). Let T(p, +.. p,) = T(p,) . . . T(p,), pi E I’, 
1 ,< i < m, m > 1, and T(E) = E. Let TE ((,4((Z*)))QXQ)~*x1 with T, = T(X), 71 E r*. 
Then(P+MT),=E=T,andforpET,nET*, 
= c MwJ’h) T(n) = T(P) T(n) = TP,. 
n2a-* 
Hence T is unique solution of Y = P + MT and T = S. I 
LEMMA 5. Let 9 be a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton and let a E A. 
Then there exists a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton 9’ such that 119’11 = 
a& + ll~ll. 
ProoJ Let 9 = (Q, I’, 6, qO, p,,, R) define the pushdown transition matrix M. Let 
Q’ = Q U PJ~,,P~I,!~ Q = 0. Let eq,, E (A((Z*)))Qx ‘, (e,& = BQa,4~, and M’ E 
((A@*))) ., be a pushdown transition matrix defined by 
O e40MP9n 
4.n = 0 M,,,rr 
0 c 
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p E r, rr E r*. where the blocks of MiIq are indexed by i, Q, t. An easy proof by 
induction shows that for k > 2, 71, E P, x2 E P, 
0 e4,,Wk)n,,n2 e4,,(Mk)=,.T2R 
@fk)n+$ . 
0 i 
Hence M’ is cycle-free and for p E r 
Let .P’= (Q’,r, a’, i,p,, R’), where 6’ is defined by M’ and R( =O, Ri= 0 for 
9 E Q and R: = E. Then 
lI.“II = ((M’+)po,eR’)i = eao(Mt)a,ER + a& = a& +]l.“i”Jl. fl 
An algebraic system over A@*)) with variables in 2 = (z, ,..., ~“1, zi = pi, 
1 < i < n, is in Greibach normal form iff supp(pi) E. ZU CZ U CZ’, 1 < i < n. 
Salomaa and Soittola [ 10, Theorem IV.2.31 state that for all r E Aa’g((C*)) there 
exists an algebraic system in Greibach normal form such that r is the first component 
of its unique solution. The analogous language-theoretic result is well known. 
LEMMA 6. Let r E Aa’B((Z*)). Then there exists a cycle-free A@*))-pushdown 
automaton .rlp = (Q, r, 6, q,,, p,,, R) with S(q, E, p) = 0 for all q E Q, p E r such that 
J\.jP\J = r. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality, we may assume that r is the first component of 
the unique solution of an algebraic system zi = pi, 1 < i < n, in Greibach normal 
form. Let Z = (zr ,.,., zn}. Let ,Y=((l},Z,&l,z,, (E)) be an A(@*))-pushdown 
automaton with S(1, X, zi) = CnEZ* (pi, xn)(l. rr), x E C, 1 < i < n. Then the 
pushdown transition matrix M E (A((C*)))z’xz* defined by .Y has entries M:(. ~ = 
x,yex (Pi? xn)xY 7c E z *, 1 <i<n, and IlYI\ = (Mt),l,,. 
We claim that u = (cr, ,..., a,) with ci = (M”),,,,. 1 ,< i < n, is the unique solution of 
zi= pi, 1 <i<n. 
Hence lI.ipll= (5, = r. I 
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THEOREM 6. A power series r is in ASemi-a’a((E*)) #r is the behavior of some 
cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton. 
ProoJ (i) Let r E ASemi-a’g((C*)), r = (r, E)E + r,, r, E Aalg((Z*)). Apply 
Lemma 6 on r,, then apply Lemma 5 with a = (r, E). 
(ii) If r is the behavior of a cycle-free A(@‘*))-pushdown automaton .P = 
(Q,r, S, q,,, pO, R) with pushdown transition matrix M, then r = ((M+& ER)qO. Since 
w+)poJ = w*)pO,E is a component of the unique solution of a strict algebraic 
system by Lemma 4 (ii), the entries of (Mt),O,, are in ASemi-a’g((Z*)). Hence r E 
A semi-ak((z*)). 1 
Theorem 6 constitutes a generalization of the theorem of Wechler [ 111, which 
characterizes the power series of A”lg((Z*)) by A(@*))-pushdown automata with one 
state only. 
4. REGULATED RATIONAL TRANSDUCTIONS 
We introduce in this section regulated representations, regulated rational 
transductions, types of pushdown transition matrices, and types of pushdown 
automata. The major result of this section is that if the semi-algebraic power series r 
is the behavior of a cycle-free pushdown automaton of type t, then t(r) is again the 
behavior of a cycle-free pushdown automaton of type t, t a regulated rational 
transduction. 
Let ,u: 2, -+ (A((C:)))mXm, m > 1, be a mapping. If ,U is uniquely extended to a 
monoid homomorphism y: ZT + (A((2Y:)))“x m, then it is called a representation. By 
Salomaa and Soittola [lo], a representation y: ZT -+ (A((C,*)))“Xm, m > 1, is called 
regulated iff there exists a natural number k > 1 such that the matrices p(w), ] w ] > k, 
are quasiregular. The notion of a regulated representation is introduced to allow an 
extension of ,U to a semiring homomorphism ,u: A(@,*)) -t (A((Cf)))mxm by ,u(r) = 
CwEz; (r3 w>lu(w>~ r EAGW). 
Let Q x m = Q x {l,..., m}. By a slight generalization of 19, Lemma 51, further 
extensions of p yield semiring homomorphisms: 
(9 P: (A((~,*)))QxQ + (A((~~)))(QXm)xcQxm) by (~(M))(,,,i,,.(4*,i2) = 
(P~(~,,,~J)~,,~~~ ME (A((G)))QxQ, qly q2E Q, 1 <iI, i2<ml and 
(ii) ,u: ((A((21~)))QxQ)~*xr* -+ ((A((C~)))‘QXm’X(Q~m’)~*Xr* by (,u(M)),~,,~ = 
,Wf,,,,J, ME ((A((-W))QxQ);*xr’, ~1, 75 Er”. 
By Salomaa and Soittola [IO], a mapping 5: A(@:))+ A(@:)) is called a 
regulated rational transduction iff t(r) = (r, E) r, + JJwcz: (r, w) ,D(w)~,,,, where r, E 
Arat@,*)) and ,u: C: --t (A’“‘((Cf)))mxm, m > 1, is a regulated representation. In case 
of the Boolean semiring IB, a mapping r: D((Z:)) --f [B((CT)) is called a rational 
transduction iff T(r) = (r, E) r. + Cwazt (r, w),u(w)~,~, where rO E Bra’((Z,*)) and ,D: 
z=;r --f (5Tat{(z2*)))mxm, m > 1, is a representation. 
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By [ 10, Theorem 111.1.31, any rational transduction r: 5((C:)) -+ B((E:)) has a 
factorization 5 = h 0 t,, where ri: IB((C,*)) -+ IB((C~)) is a regulated rational 
transduction and h: C, + Zc, u {F} extended to h: [B((CF)) + ie((C,*)) is a semiring 
homomorphism, i.e., r(r) = h(s,(r)) for r E ~((C~)). 
The rational transductions are extensively treated in Berstel [ 11; they are also 
called u-transductions by Ginsburg [3]. The regulated rational transductions 
correspond to the s-output bounded u-transductions of Ginsburg [ 3, p. 35 ]. The 
definition of a rational transduction as given above is easily deduced from 
Berstel [ 11. 
Let ,u: CF -+ (A(@,*))) lx ’ be a regulated representation and let t: A(@:)) --f 
A(@:: >> be a regulated rational transduction defined by r(r) = (r, E) r,) + 
.Lz: b.1 w>Pwl,l~ r E A(@?)). Let p: Cr --t (A((C~)))2x2 be the regulated 
representation defined by 
Then r(r) = (r, E) rO + C,,,+ (r, w) p(w),,, = (r, E) r. + p(r),,2, r E A@:)). Hence 
without loss of generality, we may assume m > 2 and r(r) = (r, E) r. +,u(~),,~ in the 
definition of a regulated rational transduction. This will be needed in the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
If I is a finite index set, let ei E (A((Z*)))‘x’ be defined by (e,)j = 6i,,i~, i, j E I. 
Given an alphabet r of pushdown symbols, a type t is a finite subset of r x r* such 
that t 3 {(p, p) ( p E T}. A pushdown transition matrix ME ((A((C*)))oXQ):“ ‘I” is 
of type t c r x r* iff Mp,* # 0 implies (p, n) E t, p E r, rr E P. The collection of all 
pushdown transition matrices of type t as defined above is denoted by 
((A((C*)))QXQ);*xr*. 
LEMMA 7. L.et ME ((A((Z~)))QxQ)f*xr* be a cycle-free pushdown transition 
matrix of type t. Let ,u: 2: --$ (A’a’((Z~)))mxm, m > 1, be a regulated representation 
and r. E Arat((Ef)). Then there exists a cycle-free pushdown transition matrix M’ E 
(VW))) Q”XQ~)~*Xr*oftypet,Q’={1}uQUQxm,suchthatforsomeqEQ, 
i 
0 e,(W+LE3 E) r. e(,,,,dW+),.J 
@f’+)p,E= 0 (CM+ &&I El 0 r , 
0 0 4w+ )p.c) 
p E r, where the blocks are indexed by 1, Q, Q x m. 
Proof. Let 
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Obviously, M’ is of type t. We claim that for k > 1, 
The claim is easily shown by induction on k. The proof is omitted. Hence M’ is 
cycle-free. Since (M’ ‘),,, = CF!, (M’k)p,E, the lemma is proven. I 
Note 1. If in Lemma 7, r. = 0, then it is sufficient to let ML’,% =z@,,,), p E r, 
x E Z*. Then (M”),,, =~((iVP),~,). 
Let P be a set and ME (A(@*)))“‘. Let P = Ulal Pi, Z an index set, be a disjoint 
partition of P. Then M is said to be partitioned into blocks M(P, , Pi) E (A ((Z*)))pfx ‘j, 
i, j E I. The same definition holds for R E (A ((Z*)))px ‘. 
If matrices or vectors are partitioned into blocks with suitable dimensions, then the 
sum and product can be defined in terms of these blocks in the usual manner. 
We give an intuitive description of the contents of the next lemma. Given ME 
((A’a’((z*)))QxQ)~*xr*, by Theorem 4 we may assume that M is the pushdown tran- 
sition matrix of a generalized pushdown automaton .Y = (Z* x Q, M, (po, qo), P) 
whose edges are labelled by rational power series. Since (MP,n)B,,42, p E r, 7c E r*, 
ql, q2 E Q, is in ATat{@*)), there exists a finite automaton (pIz;y,2 = (Qi;ns,, Mi;“,>, 
4 P-n 91.92’ Rt&) with Il@:;“,,II = (~P,Jq,&* 
For each 71, E r*, let @t:;;:“’ = <Q:;S, x { ~71, ), Mi;:q2, (qt;:,,, PX,), Rz;Yq2) be a 
copy of CY;;:,,. The automata .Y and @z:,‘;:“‘, p E r, IC, 7~, E r*, q,, q2 E Q, with 
M,,, # 0, are “combined” and yield an A(@*))-automaton .P’ = (Z* x Q’, M’, 
(a,, qo), P’) with Q’ = Q U U Qt;yq,y P’(Q) = P, P’(Qi;l,,) = 0, and ([5”‘)1 = [(.Y”(1. 
The edges of .P’ are given as follows: The edges of .B are deleted, the edges of 
a ::.I;:“’ remain unchanged. For any rr, E Z’*, an edge labelled by E leads from 
(q,,pn,) to the initial state (qz;“,,, pn,) of CYq,,q2 pnl*“Xl. An edge labelled by (Rz;yq2Jq, 
q E Q:;:,, leads from (q, pz,) to (q2, XT,), i.e., an edge whose label is the “weight” of 
q leads from a final state of GYP:,‘;:“’ to (q2, XX,). The transition matrix M’ is given 
by the edges of ,P’. It turns out that M’ is a pushdown transition matrix and that .P’ 
is a pushdown automaton. 
The next lemma states that (M’+),,,(Q, Q) = (M+),,, and that the type of M’ 
equals the type of M. 
LEMMA 8. Let ME ((Arat((Z*)))QxQ)~*xr* b e a cycle-free pushdown transition 
matrix of type t. Then there exist a j?nite set Q’, Q’ 2 Q, and a cycle-free pushdown 
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transition matrix of type t M’ E ((A((Z*)))Q’XQ’)r*Xr*, M’ = (M’, e)E + 
CxEz. (M’, x)x, such that for P E r, ((JW+)~,,)(Q, Q> = (M+)p.er where 
((AI’ + )P,J(Q, Q) is thefznite block of (M’ ‘)p,E indexed by (Q, Q). 
proof. Since WP.n)q,.q2 EAra’{(C p E r, n E r*, ql, q2 E Q, there exist by 
[ 10, Theorem 11.1.41 finite linear systems Z”,;“,, = RP,;;,* + M~;~q2Z~;~q,, 
quasiregular, Rz;“,, = (RpP;yq2, E)E E (A((Z*)))Q&:s~x ‘, for some finite sets Qi;Tq2, with 
unique solutions S!$:,, = (MP,;~qI)* RP,;Tq2, such that for some qi;Tq, E Qz;:,,, the 
q~;~,,-component of Si;“,, equals (MP,n)9,,q2. Let e”,;:,, = eqP.= E (A@*)))’ ‘QZ;:42, 
then e$)7q2SP9;:ql = WP.Jq,,q2. Let Q and Q",;:,, be pairwise9d?sjoint for all p E r, 
7c E F’*, such that Mp,n # 0 and ql, q2 E Q, and let Q’ = Q U f,J Q”,;yq2. Let 
~EzJq,,q, = 47,d43CeKt?*),,~ E;;Tq2 E (A((I;*)))QxQ,“~~w, 
(FK?,h7,,,, = k7*,4q(RKJ*)43’ F;;yq2 E (A((C*)))Q:~~~zxQ. 
Then Cql.q2EQ E;;:q2(M:;;q2)* Fp’” = MP,,. 
The blocks of M;,, E (A((C*$);g’xQ’ , p E r, rr E r* are defined as follows: 
(0 M;,,(Q, Q> = 0, 
(ii> MAqp(Q9 Qt;'l,,> = E:;lqz, 
(iii> M;,n<QZ;:q,l Q> = J't;'IqzT 
(iv> M;.,(Q:;:,,, Q”,;:,,) = Mp,;‘fq2. 
All other blocks of ML,,, p E r, 71 E r* are equal to 0. Obviously, M’ is of type t. 
We claim that for k >, 0: 
6) ((M'2k+')p,n,,,JQ9 QLE)=O~ 
(ii) 
(W ,Zkfl )pln,,n2(Q' Q:;:qJ &I= (Wk)p,n,.n>’ +?;:w if 7r2= p7rJ, 
= 0, otherwise; 
(iii) ((~'2kt')P,n,~nl(QP4;nq2, Q> 6) = 6P,~PF~;:qz((Mk)Xn,.~~~ ~1; 
(iv> ((M'2kt')p,n,,n2(Q~::a, Q”,;:;:), ~1 =O,P,P,, ~29~3 E K 
T n,, 712, x3, ~,~~*~q,42~q3deQ~ 
This claim is proved by a tedious but straightforward proof by induction on k. It is 
omitted. The form of MIZk+ ’ implies at once that M’ is cycle-free. 
Our last claim is that 
6) CM’ + )p,,,(Q. Q> = Pf+ )pn,c3 
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Let y=p+~‘Y, with PE ((A((2:*)))Q’xQ’)~*x1 and P,=M:,,, nEI’*. Then the 
unique solution S of this cycle-free A(@*))-linear system is given by Corollary 3 to 
be S=M’*P ie 9 - -3 
s,= (M’*P),= 2 (M’*),,,,M:,,,= (M’+LJ. 
n*sr* 
We prove our claim by showing that (i)-(iv) is the solution of Y = P + M’ Y. 
The claims (ii) and (iv) obviously hold true. 
(9 
M;,,dQ, Q> + W'M' + )pn,dQ, Q> 
(iii) 
x W' + >,,,,(Q:::;;, Q> 
Let t E r x P be a type and .P = (Q, r, 6, qo, po, R) be an A(&*))-pushdown 
automaton. Then 9 is said to have type t iff the pushdown transition matrix defined 
by 9 is of type t. 
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THEOREM 7. Let ,Y = (Q, r, 6, qO, pO, R) be a cycle-free A(@:))-pushdown 
automaton of type t and let 5: A(@:)) -+ A((@)) b e a regulated rational transduction. 
Then there exists a cycle-free A(@:))-pushdown automaton 9” = 
(Q”, P, c?“, 1, pO,R”), Q” 2 QU (l} of type t such that I/.Y”I/ = r(li.9”]/). 
Proof Without loss of generality, let s(r) = (r, E) r,, + ,u(r),.m, r E A((CT)). 
,a: CT --f (Arat((Z;)))“‘xm, m >, 2, be a regulated representation and rO E A’“‘(@*)). 
Let A4 E ((A((C~)))QxQ)~*xr* be the cycle-free pushdown transition matrix defined 
by.?. 
Let Q’ = (1 } U Q U Q X m and let M’ E ((A(@,*))) c’xQ’):“ ‘*“ be the cycle-free 
pushdown transition matrix constructed by Lemma 7 with q = qO. Let R’ E 
(A((C,*)))Q’X ’ be defined by R’(1) = 0, R’(Q) = R, R’(Q x m) =,u(R)f with f E 
(A((C~)))“X’,fi=6i.m~, 1 <i<m. 
Then 
((~‘t),o,,R’), =e,~(~t),o,,~~)Rro + e(,,,,,~u((M+),,,.,)~u(R)f 
= W% ~1 r. + e,,o,,,dWt ),,+JW 
= (11~~11~ &I r. +Al~W,,, = 4~~“IIJ. 
Now apply the construction of Lemma 8 to the cycle-free pushdown matrix M’ of 
type t, yielding M” E ((A((Z~)))o”XQ”)~* ‘I”, with M” = CXtz2 (M”, x)x + (M”, E)C 
and CM” + )p,.e(Q’y Q’> = CM” )P0.E3 Q”zQ’zQU{l}. Let R”E(A((C*)))o”” 
with R”(Q’) = R’ and R”(Q” - Q’) = 0. Then 
((~“+)p,,.$“), = W-f”+),,JQ’, Q’)R”(Q’)), = (CM’+ )pu.,R’),. 
Let 8” be defined by M”. Then jl,Y”jl = r(lj,~ji) and f,” is cycle-free and of 
type t. I 
LEMMA 9. Let Mi E ((A((Z*)))QixQi)~* “‘ be cycle-free pushdown transition 
matrices of type t, i = 1, 2. Then there exists a cycle-free pushdown transition matrix 
ME ((A((Z*)))QXQ);*Xr’, Q= (1)~ Q,U Q2 such thatforpET’,qiEQi,i=1,2. 
.E 
t 
0 e,,(W),
w+ )p.c = 0 w3,., 
0 0 
where the blocks are indexed by 1, Q, , Q, . 
Proof. Let 
0 e9, e 
0 WI),., i 
0 0 (M2)P.P 
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Then the lemma is proven along the lines of the proof of Lemma 7. 1 
THEOREM 8. Let 3 be cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automata of type t, i = 1, 2. 
Then there exists a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton .P of type t such that 
lI.PIl = 113 II + ll~~ll~ 
Proof: By Lemma 9. I 
5. PRINCJPAL REGULATED RATJONAL CONES 
Throughout this section, A is a commutative semiring, z is an infinite set of 
symbols, ,?Y cc is an alphabet, Z = (z , ,..., z,,}, n > 1, is an alphabet with Z n E = 0 
and Q is a finite set. The item C may be indexed. 
A nonempty set YA of pairs (C, s), where JY cc is an alphabet and s E A(@*)), is 
called a family of series. A family of series 5YA is called a regulated rational cone 
(respectively, rational cone) iff for every pair (C,, s) E SPA and every regulated 
rational (respectively, rational) transduction r: A(@,*)) + A((ZT)), 2,) 27, c E, the 
pair (C,, r(s)) belongs to gA. A (regulated) rational cone 8” is called principal iff it is 
generated by a single pair (C, s), CC z, via (regulated) rational transductions. The 
pair (JY, s) is called the cone generator of @A. 
We now specialize to the Boolean semiring IB. Let Vn be a regulated rational cone 
(respectively, rational cone) and let %Y = {L IL = supp(s), (z, s) E gB for some 
Z c E} be its language-theoretic equivalent. If L # 0 for some L in SY, then in 
language theory, SY is a trio (respectively, a full trio or rational cone). These families 
of languages are extensively treated in Berstel [l] and Ginsburg [3]. If @?B is prin- 
cipal, then @Y is principal. 
Let u7, be a principal regulated rational cone generated by (C, s), s E B((C*)), 
s # 0, and let %? be its language theoretic equivalent. Then by [ 10, Theorem III. 1.41, 
the principal rational cone generated by (E, s) is the closure of ga under 
homomorphism and by [3, Theorem 3.4.31, the language-theoretic principal rational 
cone generated by supp(s) is the closure of SY under homomorphism. 
If @B is a regulated rational cone (respectively, rational cone) closed under 
addition, then its language theoretic equivalent is called semi-AFL (respectively, full 
semi-AFL). 
Let Z = {z, ,..., zn} be an alphabet of pushdown symbols, and let t c Z x Z* be a 
type. Then the collection of power series A’((C*)) is defined as follows: A power 
series r E A(@*)) is in A’(@*)) iff it is the behavior of a cycle-free A((Z*))- 
pushdown automaton 9 = (Q, Z, S, qO, z,, R) of type t. 
Let 2 be a fixed infinite set of symbols. The family of series U: is defined to be the 
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set of pairs (Y,, s), CC 2; an alphabet, such that s E A’@*)). We show that %y3 is a 
principal regulated rational cone that is characterized in the following way: A pair 
(,Y, s) is in g> iff s is the first component of the solution of an algebraic system over 
A ((C*)) given in a certain matrix form (depending on t). 
Throughout this section, let t c Z x Z * be a type and C,= ]a,,,,\ (zi, I~)E t, 
1 < i Q n) be an alphabet. The algebraic system over A ((C:)) 
is called the cone generator system for type t. Hence the cone generator system for 
type t is strict and the context-free grammar induced by it is simple deterministic in 
the sense of Korenjak and Hopcroft [6]. 
Thus the cone generator system for type t has a unique solution u = (a, ,..., o,,). The 
pair (C,, a,) is called the cone generatorfor type t. 
For r,, rz EA((C*)), let r, 0 r2 E A(@*)) be defined by (r, 0 r2, MI) = 
(rI 9 w)(rz, w). The series rl 0 rz is called the Hadamerd product of r, and rz. If rI , 
r2 E B((.?Y*)), then supp(r, @ rz) = supp(r,) f~ supp(r,), i.e., the Hadamard product 
represents intersection. 
Let w E C*. Then u E z* is a factor of w if w = w, VW* for some w,, w2 E C*. Let 
c be a symbol, c 6?? C. Then r E A(((C U (c))*)) is termed c-limited iff there exists a 
k > 1 such that (r, w) # 0, w E (CU (c})*, and c’, 1> 0, a factor of w, imply 1 < k. 
Let h: (EU (c}) * + C* be the homomorphism defined by h(c) = E, h(x) = X. 
xEC. Let rEAra’(((~u (c})*)) be c-limited and let r:A(((CU (c))*))-‘A((C*)) be 
a mapping defined by r(s) = h(s 0 r), s E A(@*)). According to [ 10, Exer- 
cise IV.7.41, the mapping r is a regulated rational transduction. 
THEOREM 9. Let t c Z x Z” be a type. Then GF> is a principal regulated rational 
cone closed under addition. It is generated by (C,, a,), the cone generator for type t. 
Proof. Let ‘i = C@,,n)et a I,,” 71, 1 < i < n, be the cone generator system for type t 
with unique solution u = (a, ,..., a,). Define the cycle-free A ((C,?))-pushdown 
automaton.P=((l},Z.6, l,z,,(s)) by 
W, azi,n, zi) = (l? 71) if (zi,n)Et, l<i<n, 
6( 1, a, z) = 0, aEC,, z E z, otherwise. 
Automaton .‘P defines the cycle-free pushdown transition matrix ME @((CT))): “’ 
with tizi, 4 = qi,, if (zi,n)Et and Ezi,,=O if (zi,n)&t, l<i<n. Hence .P is of 
type t and u, = /1,31( = (I@‘)LI,E by Lemma 6. 
(i) Let t:A((zT))-+A((z*)) b e a regulated rational transduction. Then by 
Theorem 7, there exists a cycle-free A@*))-pushdown automaton 9’ of type t such 
that r(ur) = II.P’II. H ence r(cr) E A’(@*)), @,7(u,)) E U>, and the principal 
regulated rational cone generated by (C,, or) is a subcone of GY>. 
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(ii) Conversely, let (E, s) E GF!.,. Then s EA’((T;*)) and there exists an 
A ((C*))-pushdown automaton .P’ = (( l,..., m},Z,&l,z,,R), m>l, of type t and 
cycle-free of order k, k > 1, such that (JY’(I = s. Let ME ((A((~*)))mXm)~*XZ* be the 
cycle-free pushdown transition matrix defined by 9’. Then s = ((M+)z, E R), . 
Define the pushdown transition matrix M’ E ((A((T;*)))‘mt l)x(mt l))F*xz* by 
1 < i < n, rc E P. Obviously, M’ is cycle-free of order k and 
Let c be a symbol with c 62 C and let 
M”= x (M’,x)x+ (M’,e)cE ((A(((CU {c})*)))(m+‘)X(m+l~)~‘xz’. 
xez, 
Let w E (CU {c})*, 1 w=wlcw*, l>O, w,, W*E(Eu{c})*, )w,I=j,>O, jw*l= 
j, > 0. Since M” is quasiregular, 
CM rrjl +‘+jz, w) zz (M”jt, w,)(M”‘, c’)(M”jz, w2) = (M”jl, w,)(M’~, &)(M”jz, wz), 
Hence if (M”jl+ ‘+j2, W) # 0, then I ,< k - 1 and ((M” ’ ),, , ,J1,, ,2 is c-limited for 7c,, 
?r, E r*, 1 <l,,l,<m+ 1. Let r,EA(((ZU (c))*)) be defined as follows: 
(r,,w)=l if wE(((E}U(c}U-.. U {ck- ’ })E)* and (rk, w) = 0, otherwise. Then 
rk~Ara’WU W*)) is c-limited and ((M”+) n,,x2h,,IZ~ 'k= ((""+),,,,2h1.,2 for 
7r,,7t2Er*,1<I,, I,<m+ 1. 
Let p: ET -+ (A(((CU {c})*)))(~+~)~(~+‘) be the regulated representation defined 
by 
P@rJ= M;,,, (zi, II) E t, l<i<n. 
Let h: (EU {c))* -+ 2Y* be the homomorphism defined by h(c) = E, h(x) =x, x E C. 
Let T:A((XF))-+A((C*)) be th e mapping defined by T(r) = h((p(r)),,,+ , 0 rk), r E 
A (C-V % 
Since regulated rational transductions are closed under functional composition, r is 
a regulated rational transduction. Since 
+,> = h((P(~,)),,mt I 0 'k) = h((&+)zi,eh,,+, 0 rk) 
= WM”+L,,J,,,t, 0 rk) = ~(W"t)z,,eh,m+ ,> 
= Wf'+L,,,)~,,+~ = (W+L,,,Rh =s, 
(C, s) is generated by (2Y,, a,) via the regulated rational transduction t. 
By Theoem 8, q’: is closed under addition. 1 
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Let Y,,, = ( yj,k 1 1 < j, k < m, 1 < i < n}, m > 1, be an alphabet of variables. Let 
Y(z,> E (A(Y;))mxm, 1 < i < n, be defined by (Y(z~))~,~ = Y;,~, 1 <j, k < m. Let 
Y(E) = E and Y(zn) = Y(z) Y(n), z E 2, 7c E Z*. 
An algebraic system over A@*)) with variables in ( y) U Y,, m > 1, 
Y = (Y(z,)Rh 3 y(zi) = 1 M*i,x y(lr), l<i<n, 
(zi.n)Et 
is called a regulated rational cone system for type t iff 
M = 1 (M, x)x + (M, &)& E ((A((C*)))mxm)f*xz* 
XEZ 
is a cycle-free pushdown transition matrix of type t and R = (R, E)E E (A(@*)))“’ ‘. 
By Lemma 4, the regulated rational cone system for type t as defined above has the 
unique solution (((Zt4*)z, ,E R), , (M*),, ,E ,..., (M*)z,,,). The component ((M*)+ E R), 
of the unique solution is called the first component of the solution. 
THEOREM 10. Let t c Z X Z* be a type. Then (EC, s) E g”f, iff there exists u 
regulated rational cone system for type t such that s is the first component of its 
unique solution. 
Proof. (i) By definition, s is the behavior of a cycle-free A@*))-pushdown 
automaton 2 = (( l,..., m},Z,& l,z,,R) of typet. Let ME ((A((Z*)))mXm):‘X” be 
the cycle-free pushdown transition matrix defined by .Y. Then by Lemma 4, 
CM*) L, ,E ,..., (M*),n,E) is the unique solution of 
Y(Zi) = ‘7 Mzi, n Y(n), 
&i~Er 
1 <i<n. 
Hence ((M*)Z,,, R), = s is the first component of the unique solution of the regulated 
rational cone system for type t 
Y = (Y(z,)R),, Y(Zi>= x MZ,,, Y(n), l<i<n. 
(zi,n)Et 
(ii) By Lemma 4, the regulated rational cone system for type 1 
Y = (Y(z,)R),, Y(Zi) = x Mzi,, Y(n), 1 <iin, 
(Zi,7r)EI 
has the unique solution (((M*)z,,E R),, (M*)L,,E,..., (M*),n,,). Hence there exists a 
cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton .P = ((l,..., m), Z, 6, 1, z,, R) defining M 
such that Il~r\l = ((M+),,,, R), = ((M*)z,,E R), . Hence the first component of the 
unique solution is in A’(@*)). 1 
We now turn to language theory, i.e., we consider the Boolean semiring ES. Let 
v = (supp(s) 1 (C, s) E ~~ for some C c ,?). Then either G?” = {0} or f%‘t is a semi- 
AFL containing (E}. A set Ik of languages is erasable iff the smallest semi-AFL 
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containing 9~ {(E}} equals the smallest full semi-AFL containing 9 141. Let 
(Z,T u,), 01 E WC)), cri # 0, be the cone generator for type t. If (supp(a,)) is 
erasable, then g” is the principal full semi-AFL generated by supp(o,). Hence we 
have proved 
THEOREM 11. LettcZXZ*beatypeandlet(C,,a,),o,EB((~~)),u,fO,be 
the cone generator for type t. Let { supp(u,)) be erasable. Then q’ is the principal full 
semi-AFL generated by supp(u,). 
In this case Theorem 10 gives a characterization of @’ in terms of context-free 
grammars. If {supp(u,)} is not erasable, then S?’ is the principal semi-AFL generated 
by supp(u,). If we modify Theorem 10, then we get a characterization of the principal 
full semi-AFL generated by supp(u,). A context-free grammar G = ({ y} U Y,,,, 
Z; P, y), m > 1, is called a full semi-AFL context-free grammar for type t iff it is 
induced by an algebraic system over IB((E*)) with variables in y U (Y,,,} 
Y = V(z,)Rh 3 Y(zi) = x Mzi,, Y(n), l<i<n, 
(Zi,n)EI 
where 
M zi,ll = “ Wzi,,, x)x + G&,,, E)E E (B((Z*)))mxm, 
XGZ 
(zi, z) E t, 1 < i,< n, and R = (R, E)E E (B((X*)))mxl. 
THEOREM 12. Let t c Z x Z* be a type and let (z,, u,), u, E B((XT)), u, # 0, be 
the cone generator for type t. Then the language L is in the principal full semi-AFL 
generated by supp(u,) IT L is generated by a full semi-AFL context-free grammar for 
type t. 
Proof By 13, Theorem 3.4.31 and Theorem 10. 1 
6. ONE-COUNTER LANGUAGES 
In language theory, a language L is called a one-counter language iff it is accepted 
(by empty tape) by a pushdown automaton with a single pushdown symbol. The goal 
of this last section is to characterize those power series in A(@*)), A a commutative 
semiring, that are the behavior of an A(@*))-pushdown automaton with a single 
pushdown symbol. 
Let Z = {z} and rocl c Z x Z* be the type rocl = {(z, E), (z, z), (z, z’)}. 
LEMMA 10. The power series s is the behavior of a cycle-free A((.?Y*))-pushdown 
automaton with a single pushdown symbol I@ (C, s) E Vy”. 
Proof: Let 9 = (Q, Z, 6, q,,, z, R) be a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown autom- 
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aton which defines the cycle-free pushdown matrix M E ((A {(Z*)))vX”)~’ * ’ 
Let s = 11.41) = ((M+),,,R),,. Let m = maxii 1 Mz,li# 0) and let M’ E 
((A (CC* >>I 
(Qxlm-l))x(QxCm-1)) Z*xZ* be an A(@‘*))-pushdown transition matrix 
defined by Ml,,, ML,L, M;.22 E)~~~T*~~)~Q”m~i”x’Q~m~” as follows: 
0 0 ... 0 
0 0 ..* 0 
z,z M:,r> ‘.. M:,:m I 
M,,, M:+; ... M:,:m : 
0 0 ..* 
M,,,, 0 *‘. 0 
where the blocks are indexed by Q x ( 1). Q x (2},.... Q x {m - 1 }. It is obvious that 
for k> 1: 
(i) (M’k)e,,j2 = 0 forj, > 0, 
(ii) (Mfk),j,,,(Q X {i,}, Q X {i,}) = 0 forj, > 0, 1 < i, < m - 1, 1 < i, < m - 2. 
and 
(iii) (M’k),j,,ijz(Q X {iI}, Q X {iz}) = (M’)L(,l-l,(m-I,+i,,l,,Z I)trn 1, tiz for j, > 0% 
j, > 0, 1 <i, <m - 1, 1 <i, < m - 1 and for j, > 0. jz =O, 1 <i, <m - 1. i, = 
m- 1. 
Hence M’ is cycle-free and (M’+),,,(Q x { 1 }, Q x {m - I }) = (MS ),.,. 
Let .4’ = (Q x (m - l), 2, 6’, (qo, l), z, R’), be the cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown 
automaton of type rocl, with 6’ given by M’ and R’(Q x (i)) = 0, 1 < i < m - 2, 
R’(Qx {m- l})=R. Then 
II 9 II = (CM’ + I,., R’hO. 1, 
c 
m-1 
= \‘ W’+>,,dQx IlLQx lil)R’(Qx iit) 
,?, i (Y”, I) 
= W’+>z,E(Q x VI7 Q X b- WWQ x im- W),,,.I, 
=((M+),,,R),o=II.PIl=s. 
The converse obviously holds true. I 
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LEMMA 11. Let s1 and sz , respectively, be the unique solutions of the algebraic 
systems z=a2z2+a, and z=a2z2+a,z+a,, respectively. Then there exists a 
regulated rational transduction t: A(({a,, a,,}*)) -+ A(({a,, a,, a,}*)), such that 
t(sJ = s2. 
ProoJ Define the regulated rational transduction r by t(r) = (p(r)),,2, r E 
A((l% aol*))y and 
Let I and r be substitutions defined by Z(ai) = afui, r(aJ = aiuf, i = 0,2. Then 
t(s,) = I(s,). Since 
Z(xw) = a 1*r( w)x, r(s,) = C C (SIT wx) af+(w)x, z= {a,, a,}. 
XPZ we.?z* 
We claim that t(s,) = s2. 
+,I = (QZSISI + a,) = @,I Q,) 0,) + Go) 
where x1, xt E Z, w,, w, EC*. Since (sl, w) E (0, 1) for w E Z”, (s,, a, wx) = 1 iff 
wx = w,x, w2x2, and (8,) w,x,) = (s,, w2x2) = 1, we have 
+a,+a: ( Y 2: (sl, a,wx) r(a2w)x + a:aO xzi WEE+ ) 
= a,Z(s,) Z(s,) + a, + a, 1: x (sI, wx) a;“r(w)x 
XEZ W’EZ’ 
=a,&,) Z(s,) + a,@,)+ a,= az7(s,)t(s*)+ a,z(s,) + a,. 
Hence Qs,) is the unique solution of z = a2z2 + a, z + a, and +s,) = s2. fl 
THEOREM 13. Let s E A(@*)). Then the following statevents are equivalent: 
(i) (C, s) E gy”, 
(ii) (2, s) is in the principal regulated rational cone generated bJ> the unique 
solution of z = a2z2 + a,, 
(iii) s is the first component of the unique solution of a regulated rational cone 
system for type rocl, 
(iv) s is the behavior of a cycle-free A(@*))-pushdown automaton .P = 
(Q,F,&q,,z,R) with r= (z). 
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The equivalent language-theoretic results to Theorem 13(i,ii,iv) are well known. 
The work of Kuich and Urbanek [9] yields two more characterizations of s with 
(Z, s) E q?“. 
COROLLARY 4. The cone WY”’ is a principal rational cone closed under addition. 
Its language-theoretic equivalent GYroc’ is a principal full semi-AFL. 
Proof. The family of one-counter languages is uniformly erasable by (4 1. Apply 
Theorem 11. I 
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